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simple!

The Practitioner's Guide to
Trials Before the Patent Trial
and Appeal Board Trafford
Publishing
A new perspective on United
States software development,
seen through the patent battles
that shaped our technological
landscape This first
comprehensive history of
software patenting explores how
patent law made software
development the powerful
industry that it is today. Historian
Gerardo Con Díaz reveals how
patent law has transformed the
ways computing firms make,
own, and profit from software. He
shows that securing patent

protection for computer programs
has been a central concern among
computer developers since the
1950s and traces how patents and
copyrights became inseparable
from software development in the
Internet age. Software patents, he
argues, facilitated the emergence
of software as a product and a
technology, enabled firms to
challenge each other's place in the
computing industry, and expanded
the range of creations for which
American intellectual property
law provides protection. Powerful
market forces, aggressive
litigation strategies, and new
cultures of computing usage and
development transformed
software into one of the most
controversial technologies ever to
encounter the American patent
system.
Toward a Global
Consensus OUP USA
Intellectual property
law--what it is, and
how it is implemented

and enforced in
China--is a topic of
critical importance
for both foreign and
Chinese companies.
Intellectual Property
Law of China provides
an up-to-date summary
of the law of
intellectual property
in today's China.
Each of the chapters
contained in this
book deals with a
selected topic and is
authored by a leading
expert in the field.
The essays provide a
"short course" on
intellectual property
law in China, dealing
not only with the
"black letter" law
and legislation, but
also with practical
issues. This book is
a necessary resource
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for IP practitioners
and in-house counsel
as well as business
managers operating in
China's increasingly
regulated and complex
business environment.
Improving Decisions and
Agreements to Settle and
License Harvard University
Press
The unique facets of
intellectual property law
coupled with the
complexities of most patent
cases create a unique set of
litigation challenges.
Providing "how to"
strategies for effective
persuasion in patent cases,
this manual discusses the
most important aspects of
patent juries to consider
when trying cases. The
findings that underlie these
strategies are based on
nationwide surveys and
extensive mock trial
research the authors have
conducted with jurors,
arbitrators, and judges.
A Survey of 15 Countries: Essays in
Honour of Dieter Stauder
Thomson West
This book is an in-depth resource
for learning about and planning for
ANDA litigations and all the
different avenues that
pharmaceutical litigants could
follow.

Patent Failure Lexis Nexis
'Daniel Cahoy and Lynda
Oswald have brought
together some of the
country's most prominent
patent scholars outside
the legal discipline. From

the LeahySmith America
Invents Act to recent court
cases from the Supreme
Court and the Federal
Circuit, this timely,
informative and well-edited
volume examines the
latest changes in US
patent law and their
impact on business
strategy. The book is a
must-read for anybody
who wants to learn more
deeply about the ever-
increasing role of patents
in the business
environment.' Peter K. Yu,
Drake University Law
School, US Within the
complex global economy,
patents function as
indispensable tools for
fostering and protecting
innovation. This
fascinating volume offers a
comprehensive
perspective on the US
patent system, detailing its
many uses and outlining
several critical legislative,
administrative and judicial
reforms that impact
business strategy. The
expert contributors to this
book provide an overview
of how the US patent
system functions today
and describe how recent
changes affect firms and
individual inventors.
Topics discussed include
the drivers of intellectual

property policy; recent
revisions to the patent
application process in
terms of the new first-to-
file regime, inequitable
conduct, and allowable
subject matter; and
changes to patent
enforcement and
infringement related to the
Federal Circuit's special
role and post-grant review.
Contributors address
recent legislation such as
the 2011 America Invents
Act, which enacted some
of the most significant
patent reforms in decades.
This examination of the
US patent system
highlights some of the
most important issues for
business. It will serve as
an important tool for both
policymakers and
business leaders, and will
also interest students and
professors of business
and management studies,
innovation studies and
business law.
Software Rights Kluwer Law
International B.V.
Trials before the Patent Trial
and Appeal Board (PTAB) are
a hybrid of conventional patent
prosecution and patent
litigation practices.
Successfully navigating a
PTAB trial may entail tasks
ranging from analyzing highly
technical prior art to deposing
scientific experts, drafting
patent-claim amendments,
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and arguing at an oral hearing
before an expert panel. The
authors, all experienced
litigators who have handled
several hundred PTAB
proceedings, explain the PTAB
statutes and rules, including
recent updates and rule
changes, along with lessons
learned from the growing body
of Federal Circuit case law
reviewing final PTAB
decisions. They include
strategic guidance on litigating
these cases along with a
description of a PTAB trial from
petition preparation to appeals
to the Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit.
Invented by Law LexisNexis
FROM PATENT TO
PROFIT Patents and patent
strategies are increasingly
pertinent to the success of
information age businesses,
from affecting valuations to
gaining tax advantages to
increasing the starting price
per share when taking a
company public. Patent
Strategy illustrates the
impact patents can have on
technology-driven
businesses' tactical and
strategic efforts. Here is
step-by-step guidance to the
patent process, the laws,
and basic strategies-from a
business-goal perspective-
so that middle and upper-
level managers can
recognize the significance of
patents in relation to a
particular business and can
incorporate proper patent
management efforts into
their business framework. In

addition, this book serves as
an invaluable reference for
management and executives
when making patent-related
decisions such as whether a
patent infringement study
must be performed; whether
the budget for patent matters
should be increased or
decreased; whether
attempts should be made to
license certain patent
technology; and whether the
firm should sue for patent
infringement. Case studies
throughout the book give
you a specific business
context within which to
consider the concepts
introduced Statistics are
presented to assist you in
assessing various issues,
planning patent strategies,
and implementing patent
management programs
Russian Decepticon West
Academic
This new edition of Federal
Criminal Practice includes new
and updated text and case law
throughout the book. The
highlights include expanded
coverage of: Pretrial Release
How to raise a constitutional
challenge to the residual
clause Removal Proceedings
New Form: Waiver of Rights
(Out of District Cases) (for use
in waiver of identity hearings)
Grand Jury Proceedings,
specifically Custodian of
Records issues Custodian’s
assertion of Fifth Amendment
privilege Authentication and
admissibility issues How to
respond to the government’s
offer to provide a declaration

that the custodian may sign in
lieu of testifying Pretrial
Discovery Whether district
courts can issue sanctions for
violation of discovery
obligations not specifically
imposed by Rule 16 Timing of
disclosure of information that is
both Jencks and Brady
material An individual’s
expectation of privacy in the
record of his physical
movements, as captured
through cell-site location
information Guilty Plea
Agreements and Plea
Bargaining Substance and
practical impact of the
Sessions Memo (including a
copy of the Memo)
Enforceability of a broad swath
of waivers commonly
contained in standard form
plea agreements and whether
these waivers violate public
policy Scope and enforceability
of waivers of appeal – circuit by
circuit review Sentencing
Appellate court’s discretion to
vacate a sentence when the
lower court miscalculated the
Guidelines range Grounds for
variation from the Guidelines
under 18 U.S.C. §3553(a): In
economic crime cases, when a
significant enhancement based
on monetary loss may
overstate the seriousness of
the crime; or When defendant
faces a mandatory minimum
for a separate offense that will
require the court to impose a
steep sentence Practical
impact of the amendment to
the commentary to §3E1.1 of
the Guidelines, stating that “a
defendant who makes a non-
frivolous challenge to relevant
conduct is not precluded for
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consideration for a reduction”
under acceptance of
responsibility. Career Offender
Guidelines; the evolving
definition of a “crime of
violence” under the Armed
Career Criminal Act; and how
to challenge a “crime of
violence” determination,
depending on whether the
instant offense was committed
before or after 8/1/16
Modification or reduction:
Conditions allowing for
compassionate release
Patent Litigation and
Strategy West Academic
Publishing
The Supreme Court on
Patent Law is a digest of
U.S. Supreme Court
decisions in the field of
patent law. The author
catalogs the Supreme
Court's involvement in
shaping patent law, from
its first cases to the most
recent cases, shedding
important light on the
evolving course of this
rapidly-changing practice
area. Specifically, this
book examines the
Court's treatment of
patentable subject matter,
including a case-by-case
analysis in reverse
chronological order and
by specific topic that
describes each case in a
short, multi-paragraph
format accompanied by
key facts, key holdings
and select quotations.

Additionally, the author
considers the Court's
treatment of relevant
subjects in patent law:
claim construction,
statutory requirements,
prior art defenses,
equitable defenses,
damages, willful
infringement, declaratory
judgment jurisdiction and
injunctions. The principal
areas of the work are the
Supreme Court's
treatment of: Patent law
Patentable subject matter
Claim construction
Statutory requirements
Prior art defenses
Equitable defenses
Damages Willful
infringement Declaratory
judgment jurisdiction
Injunctions and other
remedial matters. This
new title provides powerful
quotations and an
analytical roadmap that
practitioners can use in
their briefs, in arguments,
and in formulating litigation
strategy at each stage of
the federal court system.
RECENT REVIEWS: "In
this well organized, readily
accessible and highly
readable treatise, Michael
Kiklis analyzes the serial
interventions by the
Supreme Court that keep
altering the purely
statutory patent law as

interpreted by the Federal
Circuit and understood by
patent practitioners.
Because these alterations
are continuing and even
accelerating, practitioners
need to anticipate where
the Court is headed next if
they are to serve their
clients well. By stressing
trends and explaining dicta
for what it may portend,
Kiklis provides an
invaluable chart for
navigating shifting seas." -
Paul Michel, former Chief
Judge, United States
Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit "In this one
volume, Michael Kiklis has
filled in a critical gap in our
understanding of modern
American patent law.
Every person interested in
the field must study the
current Supreme Court's
take on patents, and there
is no better source than
this treatise." - Tom
Goldstein, Publisher,
Scotusblog.com "The
Supreme Court on Patent
Law is a tremendous
resource for all patent
practitioners, but is a must
have for all executive level
in-house patent counsel.
In his treatise, Mike
provides a detailed road
map that will enable in-
house counsel to make
better strategic decisions
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quickly. In a time when
more is asked of fewer in
less time, this will be the
single best go to resource
for all things past, current
and future in the world of
patent law. While we will
never know exactly where
the Supreme Court will
land on a given patent law
issue, Mike's road map
provides GPS level clarity
on the likely destination." -
Dave Berdan, Vice
President, Intellectual
Property, International
Game Technology "The
Supreme Court on Patent
Law is a great resource for
the expert and the novice
alike. It offers a
straightforward, at-a-
glance gateway into every
key aspect of patent law,
via the most authoritative
source available:
summaries of and key
quotes from all relevant
Supreme Court decisions."
- Lisa A. Dolak, Professor
of Law, Syracuse
University College of Law
"The Supreme Court on
Patent Law is a must read
for every patent
practitioner. The Supreme
Court is the most
important voice on patents
and this tre
Alexander Graham Bell and
the Patent That Changed
America West Academic
Through a collaboration

among twenty legal scholars
from North America, Europe
and Asia, this book presents
an international consensus on
the use of patent remedies for
complex products such as
smartphones, computer
networks, and the Internet of
Things. This title is also
available as Open Access on
Cambridge Core.
Patent Litigation and
Strategy John Wiley &
Sons
Patent infringement
procedures are an
instrument whereby the
patentee defends his
protected invention
against unlawful use by a
third party (the alleged
infringer). The difficulty is
that the patent is no solid
object whose damage can
be easily detected; it
belongs to that group of
rights whose infringement
is not easy to determine.
The patent is a right
described by words, and
those words, written into a
claim, are so complicated
that laymen and lawyers
alike fail to understand
them. This is the special
feature which
distinguishes the patent
right. This book consists
of a series of country
reports in which expert
patent attorneys describe
the patent infringement
procedures in their
jurisdiction. Since the first

edition of this book was
published in 2000,
developments in the field
of patent enforcement
have been significant and
required a major rewriting
of all the seven original
contributions (the UK,
Germany, France, the
Netherlands, Italy, Japan
and the US): more than
100 decisions have been
added. For the second
edition, another eight
countries have been
included: three from
Eastern Europe (Poland,
the Czech Republic and
Hungary), two from Asia
(China and Korea), two
from Latin America
(Argentina and Brazil), and
one from Europe
(Switzerland) and there is
a new chapter by Dieter
Stauder on European
issues of patent
enforcement: cross-border
litigation, cross-border
assistance in obtaining
evidence, and the new
European Enforcement
Directive.
Shaping American
Telecommunications
Trafford Publishing
This book sets out
governing statutes and
rules at the beginning of
each chapter and includes
sample litigation
documents. The casebook
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moves chronologically
through a typical patent
case in district court. The
book begins with
discussions of whom to
sue, where to sue,
pleading requirements,
discovery, and trial
strategy. It then moves
into substantive legal
issues, such as Hatch-
Waxman Act
pharmaceutical litigation,
infringing exports,
infringement by multiple
actors, and the
extraterritorial reach of
U.S. patents. The book
also provides a primer on
the new America Invents
Act prior art provisions and
includes the first decision
at the Federal Circuit
interpreting these
provisions. The book next
addresses issues
surrounding remedies,
including injunctive relief,
contempt proceedings,
and damages. The book
concludes by exploring
administrative proceedings
within the Patent and
Trademark Office, an
important component of a
patent litigation strategy.
Invention Analysis and
Claiming Cambridge
University Press
On that one fateful day,
June 7, 2015, the headlines
read Lufthansa Airlines flight

number KB101 downed by
Ukrainian separatists. This
time, a German airliner was
en route from Stockholm,
Sweden, to Ankara, Turkey.
That is when the Russian
separatists, using ground-to-
air Russian missiles,
targeted her. Bad boys with
big (Russian) toys can be
dangerous. In this case,
several satellite-based
weather systems were
tracking flight KB101 when
three missile tracks from
separatist-held Ukraine
zeroed in on her. Germany
started to roll tanks into
Ukraine. All this really pissed
off the kings men running
the Kremlin. So somehow,
somewhere, somebody
ordered the super-secret
Reeba submarine to launch
a warning shot across the
bow of America. Reeba was
ordered to sneak out of her
sunken hideaway near the
Fort Lauderdale inlet and
launch a nuclear-tipped
cruise missile off the coast of
Washington, DC, and that is
where my involvement
began. This Reeba plan was
brilliant, thought Ivan in
2007. Make sure they do not
rediscover their balls. But a
little nuclear explosion in
view of the White House,
where nobody died? This
was perfect. This was not
treason. This would get
those goddamn German
tanks out of Ukraine! So Ivan
pulled the trigger on Reeba.

Within twenty-four hours,
Reeba had crewed up,
leaving only Polina and
those married couples with
children. They would
continue to live as sleeper
cells, gathering intelligence.
Polina could drive that
speedboat and detonate the
nuclear device planted near
the Fort Lauderdale inlet, if
hot war started. Captain
Nikolay of the Reeba was
put on wartime alert. This
was no drill! Reebas crew
dropped the hull panel to
release Reeba on the inland
side of the tanker 600 feet
below the ocean surface,
next to Fort Lauderdale. The
Virginia class sonar systems
heard a wide range of
electromagnetic signals in
addition to the audible sound
frequencies of a torpedo
tube hatch opening. Thus,
the electronics aboard
Reeba suddenly came to
life. We had a target location
already in the computer. We
fired two MK48 torpedoes.
One targeted the bubble
from the missile; it broke the
oceans surface and
exploded. This explosion
damaged the guidance
system in the cruise missile.
And so as this cruise missile
flew, it now started going
through other embedded
targets all over
Americaincluding Chicago;
New York; Washington, DC;
and Houston, Texas. The
erratic motions of the cruise
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missile became world news
very quickly. It was not the
Kremlins idea to kill
American women and
children with US Navy
antimissile defense systems.
But thats what happened. In
fact, we learned later that
the missiles incoming threat
detection system was to
trigger the nuke harmlessly a
hundred miles off the East
Coast if it was not going to
reach ground zero on the
Washington, DC, shoreline.
The best-laid plans of mice
and men can backfire when
reckless leaders play with
weapons of mass
destruction. Apparently,
Reeba had ten knots over
our top speed, and of
course, there was the entire
Atlantic Ocean to hide in. I
had a target resolution on
Reeba for her four-thousand-
mile cross ocean voyage. I
shared my target resolution
of coordinates, depth,
speed, and direction with
every US Navy vessel in the
Atlantic Ocean. The sonar
exec was caught
(accidentally) talking to the
control room. They launched
a fish at us. It is honing in at
high speed. We are a sitting
duck. If that is an ASTOR-
type nuclear torpedo, then
all of us within ten miles will
be vaporized or vibrated to
death. God be with us all! Its
time to pray!
Essentials of Intellectual
Property Edward Elgar

Publishing
This book is designed to serve
as the first comprehensive
review of conduct defenses
and counterclaims, with a
focus on existing case law and
litigation strategies. The first
section of the book addresses
claims involving misuse of the
patenting process, with a
focus on patents on a product
or process the patentee did
not invent as claimed and
inequitable conduct claims,
including intentional failure to
cite material references and
false or misleading
declarations. From here the
book turns to claims based on
the misuse of the litigation
process, including baseless
and bad-purpose suits. The
third and final section of the
book describes claims based
on the misuse of the
competitive (antitrust) and
licensing processes. Each
section of the book is divided
into sections devoted to law
and strategy, with practical
guidance related to handling
document demands and other
discovery requests, expert
testimony and waiver issues.
This book is designed to
provide patent litigators with a
double arsenal of
unprecedented case-law
analysis and litigation strategy
related to the "wild cards" of
infringement cases: affirmative
defenses and counterclaims
based on assertions of patent-
holder misconduct. Such
claims can include: BL
inequitable conduct, including
intentional failure to cite
material references and false
or misleading declarations BL

misuse of the litigation process,
including baseless and bad-
purpose suits BL claims that an
opposing party knew or should
have known that the patent
was invalid or not infringed BL
antitrust law violations BL
tortuous interference BL
defamation BL RICO
allegations In addition, each
chapter of the book has a
section devoted to litigation
strategy related to a particular
claim, with practical guidance
on a range of issues including:
BL document demands and
party depositions used to show
that putative inventor had
access to another's similar
invention BL deposition tactics
to establish what the inventor
or patent holder knew and
when they knew it, along with
indications of intent. BL the use
of expert testimony to establish
materiality or intent BL
summary judgment and motion
practice BL the use of expert
testimony to prove claims of
market definition and market
power BL third-party discovery
to prove what persons skilled
in the art understood or how
the market functions BL waiver
of privilege issues BL the use
of discovery to establish the
existence of past licenses and
negotiations BL post-verdict
Rule 11 claims or recovery
under 35 USC § 285
Strategies and Tactics for
Pharmaceutical Patent
Litigators CreateSpace
Invention Analysis and
Claiming presents a
comprehensive approach to
analyzing inventions and
capturing them in a
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sophisticated set of patent
claims. A central theme is
the importance of using the
problem-solution paradigm
to identify the "inventive
concept" before the claim-
drafting begins. The book's
teachings are grounded in
"old school" principles of
patent practice that, before
now, have been learned only
on the job from supervisors
and mentors.
Joint Strategic Plan on
Intellectual Property
Enforcement Princeton
University Press
In recent years, business
leaders, policymakers, and
inventors have complained
to the media and to
Congress that today's
patent system stifles
innovation instead of
fostering it. But like the
infamous patent on the
peanut butter and jelly
sandwich, much of the cited
evidence about the patent
system is pure
anecdote--making realistic
policy formation difficult. Is
the patent system
fundamentally broken, or
can it be fixed with a few
modest reforms? Moving
beyond rhetoric, Patent
Failure provides the first
authoritative and
comprehensive look at the
economic performance of
patents in forty years.
James Bessen and Michael
Meurer ask whether patents
work well as property rights,

and, if not, what institutional
and legal reforms are
necessary to make the
patent system more
effective. Patent Failure
presents a wide range of
empirical evidence from
history, law, and economics.
The book's findings are stark
and conclusive. While
patents do provide
incentives to invest in
research, development, and
commercialization, for most
businesses today, patents
fail to provide predictable
property rights. Instead, they
produce costly disputes and
excessive litigation that
outweigh positive incentives.
Only in some sectors, such
as the pharmaceutical
industry, do patents act as
advertised, with their
benefits outweighing the
related costs. By showing
how the patent system has
fallen short in providing
predictable legal boundaries,
Patent Failure serves as a
call for change in institutions
and laws. There are no
simple solutions, but Bessen
and Meurer's reform
proposals need to be heard.
The health and
competitiveness of the
nation's economy depend on
it.
Make Intellectual Property
Work for You Patent
Litigation and Strategy
This volume assembles
papers commissioned by
the National Research

Councilâ€™s Board on
Science, Technology, and
Economic Policy (STEP) to
inform judgments about the
significant institutional and
policy changes in the patent
system made over the past
two decades. The chapters
fall into three areas. The first
four chapters consider the
determinants and effects of
changes in patent
â€œquality.â€ Quality refers
to whether patents issued by
the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO)
meet the statutory standards
of patentability, including
novelty, nonobviousness,
and utility. The fifth and sixth
chapters consider the growth
in patent litigation, which
may itself be a function of
changes in the quality of
contested patents. The final
three chapters explore
controversies associated
with the extension of patents
into new domains of
technology, including
biomedicine, software, and
business methods.
Patent Litigation and
Strategy Routledge
As the title suggests, the
book is about Intellectual
Property (IP), its ideation
and creation, its implemen
tation/materialization, its
protection, its expoitation/
commercialization and its
valuation.
The Battle over Patents
National Academies Press
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As President Obama has
made clear, "our single
greatest asset is the
innovation and the
ingenuity and creativity of
the American people. It is
essential to our prosperity
and it will only become
more so in this century."
So it matters that we have
the right approach to
intellectual property
enforcement; one that is
forceful yet thoughtful,
dedicated and effective,
and that makes good and
efficient use of our
resources. Ours is a
Nation of entrepreneurs,
inventors, innovators, and
artists. The ideas that
American citizens
generate catalyze cutting
edge research, ensure
longer and healthier lives,
and power the globe's
most productive economy.
Our ingenuity and
entrepreneurial spirit make
the United States great,
and we must fiercely
defend that competitive
advantage. As President
Obama has said, "if the
playing field is level, I
promise you-America will
always win." In June 2010,
we issued the
Administration's first Joint
Strategic Plan for
Intellectual Property
Enforcement. Since then,

we have made great
progress: law enforcement
operations have increased
in scope and efficiency,
and investigations,
seizures, arrests, and
convictions have
increased significantly;
several industry-led
voluntary initiatives to
reduce infringement online
have been concluded and
are in force; there is more
efficiency and coordination
among Federal agencies;
the Federal government is
now more aware of and
active in eliminating
counterfeits in its supply
chain; and gains have
been made in coordination
and cooperation with our
trading partners. We have
worked cooperatively with
Congress, and as a result
of these efforts, seven
Administration legislative
recommendations to
improve our enforcement
system have become law.
Nonetheless, we know
that infringement of
intellectual property
continues to pose
significant risk to our
economy and to our ability
to compete globally. So
we must continue to look
forward, building on what
has already been
accomplished. On June
25, 2012, we asked the

public for input in
developing the
Administration's second
strategy. Incorporating this
input, we worked with
agencies from across the
U.S. Government,
including the Departments
of Agriculture, Commerce
(DOC), Defense (DOD),
Health and Human
Services (HHS),
Homeland Security (DHS),
Justice (DOJ), Labor
(DOL), State (DOS),
Treasury, and the Office of
the United States Trade
Representative (USTR)
and other offices within the
Executive Office of the
President (EOP), as well
as the U.S. Copyright
Office to develop the
strategy. In this resultant
Joint Strategic Plan, we
seek to build upon
ongoing work with an eye
to increasing U.S.
Government coordination
and efficiency and to
anticipating the challenges
of the future. As with the
original Joint Strategic
Plan, we have set out a
number of commitments
by the Administration that
we will undertake in order
to improve enforcement.
Our primary concerns
remain the same: creation
of American jobs,
promotion of the global
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competitiveness of
American businesses and
enterprises, protection of
public health and safety,
and preservation of the
Constitutional rights of
American citizens. There
are a number of issues
that we anticipate will
continue to be a focus of
discussion. One of those
issues is troubling patent
litigation tactics that
present a significant and
growing challenge to
innovation. President
Obama recently identified
this as an area to be
addressed and on June 4,
2013, following a review
by the White House Task
Force on High-Tech
Patent Issues, the
Administration issued five
executive actions and
seven legislative
recommendations
designed to curb abusive
patent litigation and to
ensure the highest-quality
patents in our system. We
believe it is in the country's
best interest for
companies involved in
patent disputes to resolve
them amicably so that they
can get back to doing what
they do best-creating
innovative and useful
products that spur the
economy.
Federal Criminal Practice

VDM Publishing
An examination of how the
patent system works,
imperfections and all, to
incentivize innovation Do
patents facilitate or frustrate
innovation? Lawyers,
economists, and politicians
who have staked out strong
positions in this debate
often attempt to validate
their claims by invoking the
historical record--but they
frequently get the history
wrong. The Battle over
Patents gets it right.
Bringing together thoroughly
researched essays from
prominent historians and
social scientists, this volume
traces the long and
contentious history of
patents and examines how
they have worked in
practice. Editors Stephen H.
Haber and Naomi R.
Lamoreaux show that patent
systems are the result of
contending interests at
different points in production
chains battling over
economic surplus. The
larger the potential surplus,
the more extreme are the
efforts of contending parties-
now and in the past-to
search out, generate, and
exploit any and all sources
of friction. Patent systems,
as human creations, are
therefore necessarily ridden
with imperfections. This
volume explores these
shortcomings and explains
why, despite all the debate,

historically US-style patent
systems still dominate all
other methods of
encouraging inventive
activity.
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